WHAT’S LAB GALLERY

We are the world’s first purpose driven digital art gallery – merging art and science to fund and accelerate progress in transformative science and tech for the long-term flourishing of life.

At a unique intersection of science and art, LAB Gallery creates NFT collections curated by scientists to fund scientific research and support artists’ grand visions of the future – offering collectors the opportunity to make a philanthropic impact while collecting art.

Visit our gallery for a fast-forward dip into flourishing futures: an eye-opening journey through the ground-breaking innovations built by the visionary thinkers we support.
WHAT'S LAB GALLERY

A NFT SERIE BUILDING BRIDGES BETWEEN ART AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

Foster the conversation Activating great imaginarium of the future.

SCIENTIFIC CURATION
A FORESIGHT STORY BY A TRANSGENDER VOICE

NFT SERIE
A COLLECTION OF ARTWORKS CURATED BY A SCIENTIFIC DISCOURSE
The future is not a given. It’s not something to be predicted. The future is a decision, something to be built. This is why Foresight Institute has created LAB Gallery: To have artists and scientists come together to power positive visions of futures mediated by breakthrough technology.

For the last 35 years, Foresight Institute has been supporting those shaping the edge of science and tech innovation. Cypherpunks, smart contracts, prediction markets, and more: we were there when they were born. This is the legacy that we are currently building on: one of true Foresight. We believe that our future depends on our ability to process aesthetical inputs through a much more paradise engineering lens. Each piece of our collections is curated by a scientist that gives a new vision of digital art, more entangled with the scientific research and the development of problem solving technologies. So each piece of art from the LAB Gallery is participating to build visions.
WHAT’S THE IMPACT OF COLLECTING?

By collecting the LAB NFT collections people are supporting cross-disciplinary science research programs in:

• NANOTECHNOLOGY to build better machines, and climate & energy solutions.
• BIOTECHNOLOGY to improve human healthspan and longevity for all.
• CS, ML, CRYPTOGRAPHY to enable cooperation between different intelligences & solve collective action challenges.
• EXISTENTIAL HOPE to manifest positive futures unlocked by breakthrough technology.

Technical details: We collaborate with the Doingud platform, an NFT ecosystem empowering communities to do good.
THE POWER OF DECENTRALIZATION

NFT’s are at the forefront of a new paradigm powered by decentralized technologies. Within the LAB gallery, science is framed into a digital artistic and philanthropic experience. We create a new, meaningful type of NFT, profitable to all its stakeholders (collectors, artists, scientists and curators), and geared towards supporting the long-term benefit of life.

The Foresight LAB Gallery is working on expanding this new creator’s power by providing a new playground that connects the dots between scientific research, artistic creation and audiences to generate impactful action on our civilization development. We exhibit breakthrough ideas and allows investment in high impact projects to accelerate them - while also providing a unique piece of collectible art as proof of commitment. We are building social technology to inspire the development of transformative technology the right way.

It’s as simple as that: you accelerate beneficial futures by collecting art.
Lab Gallery is a playground where leading young scientists, engineers, and innovators meet with leading artists & designers to experience what visions of an imaginary future can be inspired by emerging new technologies that have the power to transform society. Their combined and integrated efforts can benefit to the grand challenges such as food production, energy sources, environmental protection, health, collaborative economical and social paradigms.

We think that providing a strong network, knowledge exchange, and platform for fellows can significantly advance their capability to make important strides in a variety of fields.
NFT as a proof of donation.

The LAB Gallery harnesses the power of automated collaboration payments towards the acceleration of transformative technology.

LAB Gallery is part of Foresight Institute, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization: the NFTs collected directly fund the development of the projects and technologies they are based on. The art acquired through the Foresight’s LAB Gallery is therefore tax exempt.
Lab Gallery redistribute donation to the scientific research and artists.
AN IMAGE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORLDS

lab@foresight.org